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---------------------------- HappyPinyin is a user-friendly "Hanyu Pinyin" learning application that can be used by both beginners
and advanced users in order to improve their phonetic Chinese. Typically, people like comics and animation, so this software
uses cartoon animations, step by step, simple to complex, with illustrations. It comes with accurate pronunciation, and with a
wonderful Flash animation. HappyPinyin Key Features: ------------------------------ • Accurate Pinyin and listening test • Practice
& Memorize. • Learn Hanyu Pinyin • Learning tones • Find the pronunciation of unknown words • Listening test • Listen to
yourself • Listen to other people • Add words to your own dictionary • Add words to others' dictionary • Go to any dictionary
from the first page • Go to any dictionary from the top page • Multilingual • Speech synthesis • Uses standard Chinese phonetic
symbols. • Supports both Simplified Chinese and Traditional Chinese. • Adheres to international pronunciation standards • Take
a "Happy Pinyin" test • Speed reading for learning and memory improvement • Tone is easy to memorize • Music mode • More
than 10,000 words are provided for you to practice, memorize, listen and test. • Flash animation. • Powerful search function to
find the pronunciation you need • Dictionary. • Sound test. • Speed reading. • Learn the Chinese tones. • Listen to music. •
Music notes. • Mouse and keyboard. • Website access. • New words are automatically added to the dictionary, and the words
you don't know will be added to your own dictionary. • Help function. •...and more. Related Press Releases RomaSoft's Eureka
is a comprehensive language learning software for Windows which features lessons and test and provides a very user friendly
interface. Based on innovative computer technology, Eureka contains both Chinese and English lessons. RomaSoft's Eureka is a
comprehensive language learning software for Windows which features lessons and test and provides a very user friendly
interface. Based on innovative computer technology, Eureka contains both Chinese and English lessons. OneClick is a super
easy to use, fast way to learn a language. Once you have installed the OneClick software, and been given access to our website,
it's as easy as 1, 2, 3. 1

HappyPinyin
■ Support for changing the input language and input mode from English to Chinese. ■ You can choose to either learn pinyin or
traditional Chinese. ■ This version supports English letters and international characters. ■ You can speak in English or Chinese.
■ Voice recording can be used to help improve pronunciation. ■ You can skip the training video by touching the red speech
bubble or using the arrow keys. ■ You can adjust the speed of the animation, and the input speed can be changed by adjusting
the slider at the top of the page. ■ It is possible to view the input letter and pronunciation with the voice microphone or from
the text. ■ You can use the Search feature to choose words to study, and it can be used to find words in the dictionary or in
practice. ■ You can translate the input letter by pressing the corresponding button on the right side of the page. ■ You can play
the practice video by tapping the red speech bubble or using the arrow keys. ■ You can adjust the speed of the animation and
the speed of the input letter by adjusting the slider at the top of the page. ■ You can use the Search feature to choose the words
to study, and it can be used to find words in the dictionary or in practice. ■ You can highlight or un-highlight the words to be
memorized. ■ You can find the words in the dictionary and search for words in practice. ■ You can get to see the all important
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pronunciation table by selecting the phonetic button on the right side of the page. ■ You can get to see the words that have been
automatically corrected. ■ You can navigate back to the previous lesson by selecting the icon on the right side of the screen. ■
You can save your progress by tapping the icon on the right side of the screen. ■ You can tap the notification icon to get the
news of the latest version. PLEASE DON'T USE ANY SCREEN SHARE TOOL OR APP WHICH RESULT YOUR LOST
ANYTHING, ANYTIME AND ANY WHERE AND THIS APPLICATION DOESN'T DO THAT, IT ALLS ALL YOUR
DATA AND YOU CAN GET IT BACK IN THIS APPLICATION. PLEASE DON'T USE ANY SCREEN SHARE TOOL OR
APP WHICH RESULT YOUR LOST ANYTHING, ANYTIME AND ANY WHERE AND THIS APPLICATION DOESN'T
DO THAT, IT ALLS ALL YOUR DATA AND YOU CAN GET IT 1d6a3396d6
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HappyPinyin For Windows
HappyPinyin is a user-friendly "Hanyu Pinyin" learning application that can be used by both beginners and advanced users in
order to improve their phonetic Chinese. Typically, people like comics and animation, so this software uses cartoon animations,
step by step, simple to complex, with illustrations. It comes with accurate pronunciation, and with a wonderful Flash animation.
HappyPinyin Features: * You can input Chinese characters in Hanyu Pinyin. * You can input Chinese characters in pinyin. *
You can use the current or previous entries for inputting Chinese characters. * You can use four-stroke input, using the 'Shift'
and 'Ctrl' keys. * When you first open the software, you will be presented with a welcome message. * You can adjust the
parameters by clicking the buttons under 'Tools'. * You can move around the pages using the arrow buttons at the bottom right
of the window. * The characters for pinyin and Hanyu Pinyin are presented in rows. * You can search for characters by clicking
on the top right corner of the window. * You can use the 'Open Dialog' window to find additional characters. * You can save the
characters you have found to a file. * You can create your own dictionary of words. * You can also get the dictionary of words
from Net. * You can draw a character on the screen. * You can choose your favorite fonts. * You can change the font size. *
You can change the background color. * You can select Chinese characters. * You can change the font color. * You can choose
the width of columns. * You can customize the size of the cursor. * You can choose the number of characters that will be shown
per line. * You can choose the width of the cursor. * You can choose the width of the window. * You can choose the color of
the title bar. * You can choose the color of the highlight. * You can choose the color of the font. * You can choose the color of
the border. * You can change the position of the cursor. * You can choose the position of the cursor. * You can choose the
direction of the cursor. * You can choose the function of the cursor. * You can choose the display of the dictionary. * You

What's New in the HappyPinyin?
-- Design - Simple to use interface, easy to use. - Optimize for mobile phones. - Support for all popular languages, including
Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, English, French, Spanish, etc. - Support for all most popular browsers, including
Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari, Google Chrome, etc. HappyPinyin "HappyPinyin" is a user-friendly "Hanyu Pinyin" learning
application that can be used by both beginners and advanced users in order to improve their phonetic Chinese. Typically, people
like comics and animation, so this software uses cartoon animations, step by step, simple to complex, with illustrations. It comes
with accurate pronunciation, and with a wonderful Flash animation. "HappyPinyin" is a user-friendly "Hanyu Pinyin" learning
application that can be used by both beginners and advanced users in order to improve their phonetic Chinese. Typically, people
like comics and animation, so this software uses cartoon animations, step by step, simple to complex, with illustrations. It comes
with accurate pronunciation, and with a wonderful Flash animation. HappyPinyin "HappyPinyin" is a user-friendly "Hanyu
Pinyin" learning application that can be used by both beginners and advanced users in order to improve their phonetic Chinese.
Typically, people like comics and animation, so this software uses cartoon animations, step by step, simple to complex, with
illustrations. It comes with accurate pronunciation, and with a wonderful Flash animation. "HappyPinyin" is a user-friendly
"Hanyu Pinyin" learning application that can be used by both beginners and advanced users in order to improve their phonetic
Chinese. Typically, people like comics and animation, so this software uses cartoon animations, step by step, simple to complex,
with illustrations. It comes with accurate pronunciation, and with a wonderful Flash animation. HappyPinyin "HappyPinyin" is a
user-friendly "Hanyu Pinyin" learning application that can be used by both beginners and advanced users in order to improve
their phonetic Chinese. Typically, people like comics and animation, so this software uses cartoon animations, step by step,
simple to complex, with illustrations. It comes with accurate pronunciation, and with a wonderful Flash animation.
"HappyPinyin" is a user-friendly "Hanyu Pinyin" learning application that can be used by both beginners and advanced users in
order to improve their phonetic Chinese. Typically, people like comics and animation, so this software uses cartoon animations,
step by step, simple to complex, with illustrations. It comes with accurate pronunciation, and with a wonderful Flash animation.
HappyPinyin "HappyPinyin" is a user-friendly "Hanyu
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System Requirements:
Processor: Dual Core 2.2GHz+ RAM: 2GB (4GB Recommended) Graphics: Intel HD 4000 or equivalent NVIDIA/AMD GPU
VGA: 1024x768 (1280x1024 Recommended) HDD: at least 40GB OS: Windows 8.1 64-bit Network: Broadband Internet
connection Gamepad: Dual analog controllers or mouse & keyboard recommended Screen: 1280x720 or higher Installation: The
minimum requirements are quite high, so you can definitely
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